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INTRODUCTION. 
You might "happen upon" this unit by a current events 
discussion, perhaps you are d!seussing the segregation 
problem; or the class is studying . the Civil War in Social 
Studies; or Jazz in Music Classo Thi~ unit would be most 
effective in· not evolving out of a vaouumo There are many 
ways of "happening upon" this unit -- and onoe it's happenedooo 
Immerse ths student in it. Immerse him iu the history, 
in the literature, in tlle music and art of the South. Immerse 
him in the Southern ways of speech, in '9you all's" and 
Negr~ dialects; in thei~ own peculiar tradi;ions, in their 
self-conceptions; and in the ~easons for their ways of life. 
Immerse him in all this. 
And then pull him out. As he steps ba~k from his 
experience, he'll be able to understand the complexity of 
the South's problems. He'll underst~ld tha~ the South is 
an attitude of mind and a way of behavior just as much as 
it is a territory. He'll understand why it is so ditficult 
to drt 'P attitudes; and the meaning of prejudice. 
He'll appreoiate the Negro, the South, and their con-
tributions to American oulture. 
This unit is constructed for a hetarogenaous tenth grade 
English Class in a Northern high school. The unit should 
cover approximately three weeks of class periods and will 
consist of both group and individual work. BUT none of 
these factors are rigid. The unit is flexible . 
Its pattern should be determined by th~ factor of time, 
the needs and desires of the students& and the results of 
the pre-testo This is an ideal unit tor an English-Social 
Studies block of time=--it ler.ds itself beat,t ifully to 
correlation with any subject matter class, history 5 art, 
music ,. etc. 
The three ~~or designs are: 
A. ~~aation• "Happened ~pon" by a ourrent events dis-
cussion, perhaps, this unit would take form by arousing 
curiosity as to the meaning of p~ejudice. The film, 
Picture in Y.~ur Mind, might be shown to provoke further 
interest and uisoussion. An excellent core activity 
would be Robext Penn Warren's Se~resation; The Inner 
Conflict in the South. This piece of literature lends 
itself not only to analysis or content, but also to 
analysis of s ·tyle. What 1s the author's point of view? 
What ia his pl,;.rpose? What is his bias? The re-
lated activities would involve the study of prejudice 
in the South: attitudes of the "Aristocratic" Southerners, 
ot the poor white, or the Northerner, ~nd of the Negroo 
The reasons tor Southern slavery would be studied along 
with the various concepts or the a~~vo and the South. 
Powers o! analysis would be developed. The student 
would be training himself in critical ~hinking. He 
must carefully nota the logical progression o! argu-
ments and statements or bias. Vfuat is the difference 
between an objective and emotional article? Whioh 
is round in certain newspapers, and wh~? The student 
should have ample chance to experiment with persuasive 
writing himself. A debate should be planned to give 
the student practice in oral organization of ideas and 
presentation. This might be considered as a culminating 
activity. 
B. T'Lt!t Negro. "Happened upon" by the recent radio revival 
or spirituals; by an interest in jazz; or by their 
favorite singer being Harry Beletonte. The intro-
ductory activity might be recordings (in dialect, 
please:) or f11m~ such as Patrick Henrx ot Virginia, 
The Story of George Washinston Carver etc. What 
have the Negroes contri~uted to our culture as a 
people? As individuals? Who aro some or these 
Co 
great Negroes? Booker T. Washington's autobiog-
raphy, Up From Slaver~ might be studied as a oore 
activity; or perhaps the students VJould v1ant to 
pick their man. The literature forms for analysis 
would be biography and autogiography. What 
are the advantages ot each form? What is the author's 
relationship to his subject? How does this color 
the portrait painted? A group emphasis may be on 
folklore contributions? Who was John Henry'? Uncle 
Remus? The tall-t&le may come under CE:.retul scrutiny. 
"~ere does the humor come tram? How is the tale 
structured? A culminating activity tor this group 
might be a "whopper" content a 1~ tall tale techniqueo 
One group might wind up 1 ts ftiudy with a presentation 
ot Negro spirituals, briefing the auditnce on spirituals, 
how they differ from other kinds or Nebro music, and 
pointing out what to listen ror. Thera might even 
be some biography writers in another group. 
P.~mance or the Old South The works! If you like the 
introductory activity of a movie, show the seven-
teen minute film, New South, and you'll need no 
turther stimulation. It might be an excellent idea 
to plunge rignt into an intensive study or John 
Brown's Body, records and study guide. Benet's 
epic narrative presents a vivid pioturo or the 
whole sweep ot the Civil War. The student gets 
the taote straight, ~ becomes acqualnted with 
the stereotypes and characteriatics ot the Old 
Southo Study theN~, the DuPres, and Southern arch-
i teoture. \~hat was the Southern code of chivalry? 
What was the charm in ~his t.!ay of lite? Was life 
really ever like this? Who wero tho bill- t'olk? 
b u 
Any or the studles of folldore ~ h~.l'Ilor or the Negro 
tits in here ~orfectlyo A croup may w~ t to foous on 
the historical a~proaoh to the C~vil it ~ . They might 
analyze the reasons for the \lar end be a bla to de:~a.od 
the positions ot Lincoln. tho Noj~thorners, the Abolish-
loners and tho Southerners. {The biographies and stories 
ot Lincoln have been excluded from the bibliography, be-
cause of this writer's belief that Lincoln is studied in 
grammar aohool, in junior high English- and Social Stu,lies 
classes, and in senior high History . There is much more 
to the study of the Civil War than juot a knowledge 
of. Lincoln's lif'l. The Lincoln myth, however, t'Vould 
be a very apropos study: con.ceptD ot J .. ,_ncol.n through the 
eyes of slaves etc.) A group might wunt to study the 
institutions of the South through Huckl~~~:~. such 
as the feud and ~he Grangerford attitudes. This unit 
affords excellent opportunity tor teachj ng the poetry 
tor.m of ~iterature. It the student is ~apti~ated by 
the mood ot John Brown's Body, you will have no trouble 
in calline his attention to close stud1 of specific 
passages. He will be wondering why on~ can algays 
distinguish Jack Ellyat•s lines from those of Clay 
Wingate's. How does Benet make you a\~are or being 
in a New England Living rcom, in Wingate Hall, or on 
the battle-field? Since the meaning of ~ary Lou 
Wingate", for example, ia not difficult to comprehend, 
you might devote some time to polnting out how frequently 
figures of speech ooour in poetry and p·ose. What is 
t'igurative language? Literal language? The implied 
comparisons 1n this poem. are so nat•.aral that it will 
be worthVlhile to point out a row early i n the poem and 
let the students find others as they go along. You 
might also discuos how the variation in beat keeps the 
rhymed couplets from becoming si~.g-songy and g1 ves an 
exoellont rhythm tor telling a r:tory. Now is the time 
to help the student see how flexible the rhythm of 
poetry can be in the hand~ of an artist . Familiar aa 
young people are \'Ji th modern music, they are quick to 
catch the bea1·, j n poetry--it they are g,.ven a little 
help. The students might like to keep a scrapbook of 
pictures and uesoriptions of stereotypes and cbaracte~­
istics of the Old South. Included might be excerpts from 
state oongs, Neg1•o sp,_ri·iiuals, and pe_:~etry about the 
South. Anything is possible in this un~t. 
The goals (tmderstandings, attitudes, and powers) 
expected. of course, will be modified ~o accord with the 
final form ot the unit chosen. Any combination of the above 
major designs may be u~JStl'l":)tad and patterned into the s ~theme 
suitable to the class' needso Perhaps the essences of all 
the above designs can be used in v~yi.ag deg.reeeo They 
are all closely interrelated -~concerned with the problems 
and contributions ot the South (Old and New) and with the 
Negro. 
0 
Having decided, cooperatively with the students, on 
the major goa.la of the unitf snd having thelr preferences 
tor individual and group work, you might work out "sub 
goals" tor each individual. (For example, if one group is 
auxious to study the life stor.!es or ~ec1fio Negroes they 
should become familiar Vlith tho biography as a form ot lit-
erature; while the group concerned with the humor or folk-
lore of the South can be expected to be "expert" on the 
construction and telling or tho tale.) 
The literature and poss1bllitias for erowth in this 
unit are so exciting -- go ahead ~-- get immersed yourself! 
PUPIL OBJECTIVES - Tobe selected according to design o! 
the unit finally decided upon, and further modified by the 
teacher, (considering suoh factors as time, student needs etc.). 
Understandie,ss 
1. To understard VJays in which language and literature 
are used to sway opinion and to determine action. 
2. To understand the nature of the paradox in the South. 
3. To understand the legend of the Old South: its 
traditions and its reasons for being. 
4. To understand the part played by the Civil War in 
disrupting the Southern way of life . 
~. To understand the pro'.~lema and att:t tudes or the Neg~·u. 
6. To know folklore which, in turn, m.akes us more under• 
standing 4lf peoplmdirferant from us by. getting do\'ln 
to the heart or their beliets and dreams. 
7. To understand Southern humor and the reason for ita 
being. 
a. To understand the nature or persua~ive, biased , and 
objective literature. 
9. To have a basic understanding or t~e sompe and 
technique of John Brown's Bot!t. 
10. To have a baaio underatandlng ot the biography and 
auto~iography as forms of literature. 
11. To understand the meaning or: segregation, prejudice, 
paternalism, nationalism, romanticism, and stereotype. 
Appreciations 
1. To develop a "feeling" !or the South. 
2. To appreciate the South's contributions to American 
oulturo and American literature (oharaoters, stereotypes, 
traditions, myths and Southern humor, as well as great 
men 1 writers and their works. 
:,~ 0 
3. To develop e sympath:' fo~ psople aud a broad 
understanding of huma.n .uatura .. 
4. To appreciate the peculiarly Southern brand of 
humor and the tall-tale. 
POWERS 
Any unit ought to incorporate tha use of tne language arts 
(reading, writing, speaking, listening) in varying degrees 
to help increase the pupils' skills in these areaso 
Reaq+ns 
r:-' o detect bias., 
2. To note inferences as well as stated facts. 
3. To interpret figurative language. 
4. To follow sequenoe in the development of an argument, 
or a tale. 
5. To strengthen ability to enter imaginat1"'9'ely into 
the lives, e~d times, and oult\~e of the Southernerso 
6. To read alo~d with understanding and with proper 
interpretations or the printed word, including dialect. 
?. To interpret a pieoe or writing in terms of: 
(a) its purpose 
(b) the time it was written and 
(o) its relevance to the present. 
Writias 
1. To experi.meLt with porsua31ve and objective writing. 
2. To quote correctly f~om sources. 
3. To s~mariz6 ruld ~riticize arguments and reports. 
4o To experimont witll the literary fo.i:'ms! poetry, biography, 
autobiography, letteJ: writing and tale. 
5. To experimar.t with vn·iting dialect .. 
6. To abstract a "truth" and make it one's own in creative 
writing. 
s-eeakiJl6 lo To contribute oral information on a topio to the class. 
2. To interpret arguments critically before the class. 
3. To get a point across--to arrange a talk in the order 
best suited to the message. Perhaps to experiment 
with persua~ive speaking" 
4. To intro•luoe a report, a recording, or a reading with 
comments whioh will help the reader to interpret it. 
5. To appreciate the findings of individual studies 
through creative oral speaking. 
6. To tell a tE.le using proper devices and colorful, 
effective sreeoh. 
Listen!~. 1. To ~terpret a speakor's intention by analyzing his 
moo.d. 
2o To criticize reports and group discussion. 
3. To listen for specific information. 
4 o To detect biaso 
5o To listen courteously and appreciatively to oral 
presentat1onso 
6~ To recogn1za dialect. 
ACTIVITIES. 
A. Introductory Activities: 
1. To arouse· ouriosi ty and in teJF!t in this unit 
2. 
3. 
4. 
and to stimulate d1souss1on, the classroom should 
look like the veranda or \'lingate Hall at tvlilight 
time (1860). On the poroh would bP. tne ~st~~, 
aippin' Juleps, and the Misses sewing on a ball 
gown--both looking past the cotton fields to the 
slave quarters where the sounds or sad banjo musio 
are coming from. Perhaps we see the kitchen of 
this large plantation--where old Uncle Remus is 
tellin' dem tales to da wide-eyed little white 
mastan, while the :rat old Mammy is cleaning up 
after supper. 
We have (the pictures or) all the Negroes--Booker 
T. Washington, Jackie Robinson, and Ha1·ry Belei'onte. 
It you look closely you see little Eva and Simon 
Legree, Just under that massive John Henry shoulder-
ing histrusty hammer. 
Wehave the revival meeting, the ~tsic halls of 
New Orleano, the minstral shows-- and tho signs 
which say r.Negr:oes and Dogs Not Admittsd". We 
have a "spxead" of Little Rock, Arkansas, 1958. 
\': e ha. ve the NAACP. 
We havs the battle field of the Civil Viar--Abraham 
Lincoln and John Brown: and the Con~ederate Flae 
Gnd the Un~oA ~~ag. 
'~'e have the Negro laughter, the fiddler's tunes 
and the Grangerford's reuds. We have the poems 
of Coffin and the songs of Foster. \'ie have the 
load prcud boasts --the ~eaven is a KeLtucy Of 
a place:" We have the South. 
In order to dete:cmine uhat actual information 
pupils have about the various aspects or the 
South and certain forms ot literuture, a pre-
test should be administered. The resu]ts of 
this test, perhaps the trend of theix· Iii story 
or Social Studies col~so, and thn Students' 
desires should determine the focus tl.!ld plan 
of this unit. 
Cooperativelf, with students (as a class and 
individually), determine the goals of this 
unit. 
Dopending on the focus chosen, the introductory 
acttvity might be the provoking film on prejudice, 
Picture in Your Mind, or the autogiographioal films 
on John Henry ana BOoker T. Washington, or the 
1This might well be the introductory speeoh to the students 
about the unit. \with the proper flourishes, the teacher begins, 
"Let's step up onto the veranda of W.H.oobeside us we see 
B .. 
1. 
0 
recording (plus study guide) or John Bro\';n • a 
Bodf. Thia recording is excelle~for getting 
the class into the excitement and emotion or 
the South. If this 1s going to be used only 
as an introductory activity and not as a core 
or group activity, you might well road over "&he 
study guide with tbc class before playing the 
records, supplying the backeround info~tion 
yourself anu reemplasizing what to be alert 
tor. 
unit is determined 
(Core activity if focus is design Au 
Warren, R.P. See;rega.tion: The Inner Conflict in 
The South. Random House, 1956. 
Sesresation is a report or conversations coming 
out or Warren's travels in Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisianna. Mr. Warren 
states in his preface thati~ is not attempting 
to represent a poll taking, but his result is a 
fair cross ~3ct1on ot ooin1on from t he South on 
this issue. The material is presented in an 
exciting and dramatic v:ay--with many inuendoes 
and implications which you will find most challeng-
ing. 
a. How does ·~arren use this subtlo and dramatic 
method or presenting the Southerners' views 
ou segregation as a vehicle for bias? 
What is Warren's bias'1 
When and where is this clearly stated? 
b. Note the descriptions ot the Negro shacks. 
Compare this description to the one given in 
Booker T. Washington's autogiography. V~en 
was Booker living as a slave boy in their shack? 
When is Warren observing the shacks? What 
observations can you make about progress, about 
reconstruction and reform since the Civil War? 
Co What were the Reconstruction Acts? What were 
the Black Codes? Jud~ing rrom the ~ite peoples's 
comments 
laontinued. the Master •• o" As she introduces all the 
famous and wonderful12ople and things present in the 
classroom, she migbt walk Around froLl exhibit to 
exhibit, dravJing attention~ha figure or event about 
which she is speaking. 
, 
lio r.arren {regarding ootMeon lu;.t marriages, 
Negro organizing, Negro schooling etc.} how 
effective do you think those acts wero? 
d. Carefully not~ the attitudes ot the Southerners. 
Note their feelings or pride in regard to 
plaoe and tradition. Do you roel the Southerners 
are more against the tact or any change than 
against desegregation? Support your arguments. 
e. How does Warren describe the Southern Woman? 
Compare this description to those of Sally 
DuPres and Mary Lou Wingate? I.n what ways 
is Warren's lady like Benet's? Do you teel 
that any or all or these descriptions are 
stereotypes? 
t. Carefully note all the different attitudes 
towards the Negro. 
g. What are the arguments ventured against de-
segregation? 
h. What are the attitudes ot the Negroes? Do 
they want '!to blend~ Ol' "to socialize"? Do 
they want to intermarry? 
1. What does Warren mean by calling the problem 
a moral problea? 
J. What does be propose as solutions? 
k. Does Warren believe that the South oan possibly 
retain its uniqueness~-that it can contribute 
to the national life as a "nation within a nation"? 
Support your answer with speoif1o quotes trom 
the text. 
1. Is Warren a Northerner or a Southerner? Does 
this aooount for his bias or add validity to 
his traot? Why? · 
(SEE ALSO ACTIVITIES LIS1ED UNDER #4) 
(A possible oore activity it focus is design B) 
Washington, B.T. Up From Slaverz. Doubleday, 1931. 
Read "A Slave among Slaves". This is the first of 
a series~:t articles dealing with incidents 1n Booker 
T. Washington's lite. What he says about his lite 
is fasoinating-~more so because of the way be says 
it. Why? 
ao What does Booker know about his birth, parentage 9 
and ancestry? 
b. Why does he say his lite bad its beginn.ing "in the 
midst of the .most m.tse1•able, desolate, and discouraging 
o. 
3urroundint;'l~? 
Why doesD't Boeke: consider his mothe~'s stealing 
the chicken "th1ev1ngr:? 1:1hat is meant by f':double 
standard~"? Can you think of other instances 
where double standards properly or not are applied? 
Do you think double standards are ever justifiable? 
It so, wten? If not, why not? 
d. What picture is gj. ven of a 11 ttla negro boy's 
life on the plantatio.a? llhat are his duties? 
What is his daily rou·:.ine? What does he. do 
"for fun~"!? 
e. How did Booker fL~st .realize t htr.:. he was a "slave"? 
f. At this early point in his lifo 1 Booker's main 
desire i~ to have ginger oakes like the white 
folks have. What is ·~.he significance of' t1~i s 
desire? 
g. Why does Booker thm~ that the vvili tea felt the 
deprivation of tho war. more than the sluves? 
h. Are the Negroes bitter towards the whites? 
How did these Negxoes feel when their masters were 
killed or wounded? 
Can you find any instances of loyalty and love on 
the part of the slaves towards their mastexs and 
mistresses? Do you think decent treatment is a 
factor· neoessary for this love? 
i. What do you make cf the incident of the freed 
s1ave returning to pay a "debt" to his maater 
because he had given his word? 
j. Does Booker believe that any slave would want to 
return to slavery? 
k. The cat-hole was e contrivance which almost 
every mansion or cabin in Virginia possessed 
during the ante-bellum period. Wherein lies 
the humor in the following description? Con-
sider such factors as the "innocent tone of the 
speaker, understatement eto. 
"The 'oat~hole' was a square opening, about 
seven by eight inches, provided tor the purpose 
ot letting the cat pass in and out of the house 
at will during the night. In the case of our 
particular cabin 1 oould never understand the 
necessity for this convenience, sinoe there were 
at least a hulf-dozen other places in the cabin 
that vrould have ac~ommodated the cats.n · 
. 
1. Whom does Booker blame for the institution of 
slavery? Does he see any advantages for the 
Negro gained from Slavery? 
Vlhat does he mean by the statement "the hurtful 
influences of the tnstitution were not by any 
12o 
means confined to the Negro"? 
What does he mean by the atatementl) "'When freedom 
came the slaves were almost as well fitted to self~ 
reliance11? Why does he believe this is true? 
m. How has slavery been responsible for degradation being 
associated with labor? 
n. ~~at differences were noted in the spirituals as 
emancipation grew near? Note especially the concepts 
of "Freedom." 
o. What does it mean for a people to be free suddenly? 
What was the first and most important consideration 
of the responsibility of being tree? On what classes 
(groups) of Negroes was freedom especially difficult 
or, .perhaps • impossible? What was done in these 
instances? 
If the whole book, Up From Slavery. is not going to be 
used as a core activity, then the following study guide 
on tho book is for only those individuals who are going 
to bo reading the book. . 
Chapter 2 - "Boyhood Days" 
a . What do you notice about the names the freed Negroes 
chose for themselves? What is the reason for the 
new middle initial? Do any of the prominent Neg~oes 
today have such q es? (Cheok over the Negroes in 
spor·~s, in the theatre, in literature etc.) 
b. 
Oo 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g .. 
Wh~- was the whole race anxious to go to school? Why 
did the older people bother? 
Of what significence is the incident ol:' Booker's 
"fixing" the cloak so as to get to school on time? 
Compare ·!:;his to the incida.'lt ot• Booker • s motller 
stealing the chicken (in the first chapter). 
How does Booker 's mother show great understanding, 
ingenuity and strength of character? You might 
try writing hor biography. 
Why is Booker glad not to be a member of a more 
popular ~~ce? How could ancestry and wealth be 
a handicap? 
Why do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: "\'r.hen a white boy undertakes a task, 
it is taken for granted that he will succeed. On 
the other hand, people are usually surprised it 
the Negro boy does not fail." 
Can you t1nd instances from your eKperience or 
from your reading of people claiming privileges or 
distinctions simplf because they were connected with 
a certain race or religion? What 1s your op1n1on 
on this practice? 
13o 
h . "From any point or view, I had rather be what 
I am, a member of the Negro race, t han be able 
to claim membership wi th the most favoured or 
any other raceo " 
You might like to write a short essa~ on why tou 
are proud to be a member ot your particular c urch 
or temple. Be sure to include some of the custoJllS, 
and beliefs peculiar to your religion. Perhaps 
you will refer to other great men ot your religion. 
Chapter 3 - "The Struggle for an Education" 
a. \Vhat lessons did Booker learn from Mrs. Rutrner 
that were as valuable to him as any education he 
has ever gotton anywhere since? 
(Essay topic:~y Education Outs ide of School" or 
"Real Education comes rrom Experience" or "Live and Learn.' 
b. What touched Booker most in regar ds to his start ing 
out for Hampton University? 
o. Describe Booker's t irst experience in finding out 
what the color of his skin really meant . What v1ere 
his reactions to this first experi ence with discrimination~ 
d. Who was General Samuel c. Armstrong? \1hy di d he 
mak0 such an impr ession on Booker? You might like to 
write a bi ographic sket~h of this man. 
Has anyone ever made such a great impression on you? 
You might l ike to write a biog1•aphy on : "To have known 
a l one would be a liberal education. 
-----------------
e . It is time to start yuUl' notebook oi' things worth 
remembering. You will find .many beautiful thoughts 
and ideas in this book. Why not start with any of 
t he quotes i n thi s chapter on real education coming 
from contact ~ith great men and women . 
f . What impression do you have of ths student body at 
Ham.pton Insti tuta? What \'Jere the students ' runbi ticns? 
What were their .al8.jor problems? 
Chapter 4 - "Helping Ot hersr. 
a . P.nother quote f or your notebook perhaps: "I have 
begun everything \~ith t he idea that I could succeed, 
and I never had much patience with the multitudes 
or people \lho are alv;ays re;;;.dy to e~plain L;) one 
cannot succeed. " 
b . What maxim did Booker carry away from the lessons that 
impr essed him most? 
Oo You might l i ke to write a composition or a poem on the 
idea t hat those who are happiest are those who do the 
most for others. 
l4o 
do Wby did the miners strike? What were the results? 
eo Wbat effect did Booker's mother's death have on hLm? 
t. How was Booker taught the dignity or labor? 
8o What did Booker find to be the real meaning of 
education? What was his idea ot the value ot 
education before entering Hampton? 
h. What did Booker teach besides "book education"? Why? 
1. Vlliat is the Ku-Klux-Klan? What was Booker 9 3 experience 
with them? What were his feelings towards them? 
"Today there are no such organizations in the South, 
and the tact that such ever existed is almost tor-
gotten by both races. There are few places in the 
South now where public sentiment would permit such 
organizations to exist." 
In this true today? When was this book published? 
Write an editorial entitled, "If Booker T. Washington 
wero here today ••• " 
Chapter 5 - "Tha Reconst~uction Period" 
a . When ·.;as the Rsoonstruction Period? 
b. Explain the reasons for the freed Negroes ' orazo 
to learn Greek and Latin. Explain their desire5 
to hold office. 
o. \chat was Booker's attitude towards those w.uo olaj.mod 
they had been "called" to preach? 
Cb;t.:lter 6 - "Black Race end Red Raoe" 
a . ·wha·;; part did Booker play in causing the ne·1 
capitol or Virgiilia ~o b~ Cbtrle~ton? 
b . Wll.y did tht:. Ind:..an look down on the Negro? 
o. ~bat did Booker l earn about tbe Indiana whon he 
was the only Nogl'O in their dc!'mitory? 
d. Write a brief esaa!f on the idea that one litts one-
self up in pLoportion as he helps to 11ft others . 
e. Who wc.s F:rederick Dotlglass? 
t. When is the t1r:,e to test a true gentleman? Why? 
g. What was the significance o:r Booker' a <3Xper1ence -:;ith 
the sick Indian boy in Washington? 
Chaptex ? ~ "Early Days at Tuakagee" 
a. Why was Tuskagee known as the Black Belt o:r the South'! 
b. Can you explain the curious paradox of the 
pov·orty striken tamil~ ol;ning one :rork and a 
si:.·ty ... dollar organ? Do you know o'! ~ny aimilal' 
situations either from other 11tera·'-ure Ol' tt·om 
lite? 
Chapter 8 - "Teaching School in a Stable and a Ben-Houseft 
a . How did the white peopl~ teel about educating the 
Negro? 
b. Describe the white people's idea of the educated 
Negro. You might draw a picture ot this stereotype. 
c. Whom do s Booker teal would be the most rel1ablo 
and leading colored man in any Southern town? Why? 
d . Vihat v1as the saddest thing Booker saw during his 
month or travel? Why was this so sad? 
e. What is the. eignificanoe or John J. Joc.es'? (Rater 
back to your notes on chapter 1.)-
t. Doss Booker. belie"e 1 a classical o= p~acticel 
education for tile Neero'? (Uould he emphasize a 
vocational or college prop~ratory curriculum 
fo~ the newly arn.uncipate 1 ~ .. e .. ·ro? I Watch tor th13 
philosophy th:coug' out the .r~~'··J.naQ~ of' t..he book. 
i· EAplain the humor in the illustration of the 
colored man in Alabama o'-uled to preach. 
h. ··..let ia Eook ... l.' e th or. o.#' 
Chapter 9 ~ ~Anzious D~ys and Sl~epless Nigh~s" 
a . \i.hy the title':' 
b. Deo.Jc.ribe Ch!"..a.Stmu ... in ~he r,.eg::o Q.ua.:ote. s . Note 
particular customs and traditionG. 
o. "'I knew that in the case or v:1hi ·-.~ pee-_tle bee;iml1DB 
suoh an enterprise it would be taken for granted tbc!.t· 
they were going to auoc~ed , but iu ou~ oa~e I felt 
that people would be aurp::-isec1 if we euoceeded . '' 
\'/here have you heard this ::.;hilosophy befo;:oe? 
Loo· ... tor repeti ·~ion of .rnajol, ide.Ja t:l!'oughout the 
0 •. 
Chapter 10 ~ "A Harder ask then ~king Bricks 
Without Straw" 
a. ~nere did this chapter's title come from? 
b. Row did brick making p:oofoundly influence the 
re.oe re~.ations in V!.:oginia? 
c . Comment on Booke:r • o statement: "!"r e=:.i)e:-:..once is 
that there is soo~thing in human nature ~hioh 
always me.kos an. individual reco{;lize s.Jld rcwaxd 
merit, no metter unaer what colo~ of skin merit 
is round." 
l6o 
do You might like to write an essa~t on your 
experience or starting something from scratch 
and your feelings at seeing it completed. 
Chapter 11 - ~ing their Beds before they could Lie on Them~ 
ao How's your notebook or ideas coming along? 
Be sure to include, "I learned the lesson that 
great men oultivate love, and that only little men 
cherish a spirit or hatredo" 
bo Why does Booker think that the white man would 
benefit morally by litting the burden or ignorance 
trom the South, and especially from the Negro? 
Oo How does Booker reel about being poor? About bei03 
. dirty? 
do Vlhat was the effect of introducing and forcing the 
use of the toothbrush? 
Chapter 12 = "Raising Money" 
a. Explain the following statement in and out or 
context: »He was too big to be little, too good 
to be mean." 
bo Vfuat advice did General Armstrong give to Booker 
about public speaking? Do you think it is a good 
idea for you to follow 1n your oral reports? 
Co \Vhat is Booker ' s "soisnce of begging"? 
d. rlhe,t does Booker mean by ~"~In order to be suo~Qsstul 
in any kind or undertaking •• o( one) must lose himself 
in a great cause." Do you think this ls true? 
e. How would Booker define the best people in the world? 
How would you define tb~~? 
fo Do you think that Booker's beli.e:f that the world 
is growing in the direction of giving (a) was true 
then and (b) or is true today? \ihy·? 
g. What does Booker feel about b.ai'd work as opposed to 
good luck? 
Chapter 13 ~ "Two Thousand Miles fo~ a Five-Minute Speech" 
a. How does Booker test a student's worth? Why does 
hs use this partioula~ test? 
b. What are the school's religious atfiliations? 
o. Do you agree or disagree (and w~~ with Booker's 
statement: "A$ a rule, the plave to criticize the 
South. when criticism is necessary~ is in the South--
not 1n Bostono" 
Keep this statement i.n mind during Booker's .:peeohes 
1'1 0 
in tl1e North. Does he live up to his rule'? 
d. ~bat does Booker add to his theory or education 
tor the Negro'? 
e. You might like to find pictures or articles about 
the Atlantic Exposition and the reactions to Booker's 
speeah. 
Chapter 14 - "The Atlantic Exposition Address" 
a. What are the maiD. points Booker .made 1n this famous 
address? 
bo What experience helped assure Booker that he must 
stand up tor what he believes even if condemned? 
Oo What are his feelings towards giving the Negro the 
vote'? What would be his criteria for allowing anyone 
to vote? 
Chapter 14 ~ "The Secret ot Success in Public Speaking" 
a. What is ttthe secret"? 
b. \Vhy does Booker usually feel a sense of regret after 
having spoken? Has this ever happened to you? (Arter 
tests?) 
c. ~oat people, I think, are able to draw proper con-
clusions if they are given the facts in an interesting 
torm on which to base them." 
d. 
e. 
t. 
Let's test this atatement. Pr.epare a speech tor de-
livery to the class in which you line up the facts tor 
a specific conclusion, and see it the class came to 
the conclusion intended. 
What audiences does Booker prefer to speak to? Why? 
Who was Robe.rt Gould Shaw? Have you ever seen his 
monument in Boston Commons? 
·How much Negro participation nas there in the Spanish-
American Wa.r? 
g. What is the signi~icanoe of Sergeant Carney's never 
letting the American flag touch the ground in such 
battle conditions? 
h. V~at type or individual does Booker dread most? You 
miglllt write a paper on "Cranks I have known." 
i. You might want to quote Booker•s morning attitude in 
yow· notebook. 
j. What type or reading does Booker like best? Why? 
Chapter 15 - "Europe" 
a. Doen this chapter make Booker seem even more human to 
3 . 
l8o 
you? Are his fears your fears? Does the question 
ot what other people will think affect your decisions? 
d. Vlliat impressed Booker most in Holland? What type of 
things did Booker notice in Europe? Were they at all 
related to his problems and interests at home? 
e. You might prepare an exhibit and talk on the paintings 
of Henry c. Ta.nnerso 
f. On waat question does Booker hinge the future of his race? 
g. Compare the slave in America with the servant in England. 
1Vhioh system of servitude would Booker venture to uphold? 
h. In wbat ways does Booker find England to be ahead of 
America? Is this true today? 
Chai)ter 13 - "Last Words" 
Reacl this chapter closely. Note carefully the repetition or 
majc•r themes. 
You might like to read a short biographical account of 
Boo~:er T. Washington and co.miBre the presentations. 
In which reading did you learn more about Booker's thoughts 
and feelings? In which reading did you learn the "factsn 
about his lite? In what way could the biography be tiased 
or colored? \1hat are the advantages and 4iaadvantages · to 
Dotb rorms? 
(SEE ALSO ACTIVITIES LISTED UNDER #4) 
;__- O!.u South (A possible core activity if f~cus is design c) ........ 
Banet, Stephen Vincent . John Br~n' s Bodx. SL-181 Columbia& 
Invocation 
~e flesh was seeded trom· no foreign grain 
But Pea~sylvania and Kentucky wheat, 
And it has soaked in California rain 
And five years tempered in New England sleet 
To :3trive at last, against an alien proof 
And by the changes ot an alien moon, 
To build again that blue, Amer:tcan root 
OveJ::.- a halt-forgotten battle-tune 
ADd call unsurely, f'rom a haunted e..rc•'\Uld, 
~les ot shadows and the sbadow~sound. 
-What is the signif'icance of the first stanza? 
Why is this more effective than letting the 
story be told by one person born in Georgia, 
tor example? 
-can you prediot l'hat might follow--the subjeot 
of the poem and how it might be handled? 
19o 
Prelude 
~~oard a alave ship coming from Africa. 
~Listen ~o the words of the ballad: "Captain Ball 
was a Yankee slaver •••••• He traded in Niggers and 
loved his Savior ••• " . 
Notice other instances of this paradox throughout 
this scene suoh as his quoting from the Bible and 
hating their smelloooeto. 
-How does the Captain justify his being a slave 
trader? 
"We're spreading the Lord's seed ••• black seeds falling 
and falling on American earth." 
~Note the subject or the spiritual. 
What is the "jail " the Negroes are put in? 
What are the Negroes vJaiting for? 
What is the moefd of the spiritual?. 
Describe the rhythm. 
What type of language is used? 
Th{l "fallen seeds" grow and revolt "trampling something 
downr. This is foreshadowing John Brown's raid. · 
Boc1k la 
Jack:Ellyat ~ A Yankee (Connecticut born) 
"Meanwhile in Georgia, Clay Wingate dreamed." 
~Notice th~ easy rhyme and the slow, nostalgic tone ot 
Clay's song. Try to vis~lize the life he tells about. 
\1hy is the rhyme scheme "easy"? Why 1a tl:le pace or 
the poem slow? 
Btt alert, to the banjo's accompaniment? When else i n the 
course of the narrative does it occur? 
"Riding back through the Georgia Fall/To the white-pillared 
Fe.ll or the possum, tall or the • coon, po:ch of Wingate ~-11 
And the lop-eared hound-dog baying at the moon. 
Fall that is netther bitter nor swift 
But a bro~n girl bearing an idle 3itt ••• 
A amokenesa so vague in the a!= 
You feel it rather than see it there, 
A brief white rime on the red clay road 
And. slow mules oreak1118 a lazy load 
Tb.;rough endless acres of afternoon, 
A pine-cone fire and a banjo-tune, 
And a julep mixed with a silver spoon. 
Th:La was his Georgia • this his share 
Ot pine and river and sleepy air, 
Fot" wherever the vd.nds of Georgia run, 
It smells of peaches long in the sun, 
An(l the white wol~'-winter. hungry and frore, 
Can prowl the North by a frozen door 
Bu1; here we have fed him on bacon-rat 
Ancl he sleeps by the stove like a lazy oat •• o 
And the little New Year, the weakling one, 
Can lie outdoors in the noonday sun ••• 
Oh Georgia ••• " 
20. 
-Clay Wingate's reverie is broken by the beginnings or 
tb.e raid. He and Jack Ellyat will be involved in the 
Civil Har • 
. John Brown's Prayer 
" ••• I saw Thee when Thou did display 
The black man and his lord 
To bid me tree the one, and slay 
The other with the sword." 
-(Notice the way God the Lord is distinguished f'rom the 
white lord mast er in the above written quote.) 
-John Brown's raid on Harper's Ferry. (Remember that 
John Brown is a white man!) 
What is the significance of' one or Brown's prisoner's, (Mr. Brua's) actions? 
Brown is captured by General Robert E. Lee (Southerner). 
Wingate Hall. (Note the banjo!) 
t"Cudjo, the negro , watched from the r-an try 
The smooth glissades of' the dancing gentry, 
His splay-teet tapping in time to the tune 
While his broad f'ace beamed like o. drunken moon 
ilt candles wee pine in crystal scones, 
Waxed floors g).~wing like polished bronzes, 
Sparkles glinting on Royal Worcester 
and all the stir and color and luster 
\'ihere Miss Louisa and Miss A.manda, 
With Hoopskirts w.ide as the front veranda 
i~d the gypsy eyes of' a c~ged frivolity, 
Pointed their toes in a satin caper 
To the nonchalant glory of' the ~uality . 
And there were gentlemen, one and ~11, 
Friends and neighbors or Win3 .... te Hall ••• 
Cudjo watched and measured and knew them, 
Seeing behind and around and through them 
With the shrewd, dispassionate, smiling eye 
or the old-time servant in days gone by. 
He couldn't read and he couldn't write, 
But he knew Q.uality black or v~hite ••• 
Major-domo ot Wingate Hall, 
Proud of his white folks, proud of it all. " 
Cudjo see Sally DuPres of Appleton.) 
-Noti~e the catty tone ot voice in the discussion of 
MiRe D\!Pres. What is important to these "aristocratic" 
ladies? Are thex really aristocrats? 
rt 
0 • 0 
ADd slander is sinful and go~slp wrong, 
But oountr7 memories are long, 
The Appleton olan is a VJorthy clan. 
But we remember the danoing-man. (her father) 
The girl is pretty, the girl seems wise, 
The.girl was born with her father's eyes. 
21. 
A girl to be ·ind to, a girl we're lucky in, 
a girl to marry some nioe Kentuckian 
Some Alabamian, soma Carolinian-- (but not Clay win~te--
Why?) 
In fact, if you ask me for my opinion, 
There are lots of boys in the Northern sections 
.~nd some of them have quite good connections ••• 
Cuqp watched her as she went by, 
"She's got a light tod;" thought Cudjo, "Hi! 
But you'll need more'n dat, Miss Sally DuPres 
Before you proposals with young Marse Clayo 
And as soon as de fiddles finish slenin' 
Dey's sixteen things I ought to be doin'. 
Dat trashy high-yallar, Parker's Guinea, 
Was sayin' some Yankee name Old John Brown 
Has raised de Debil back in Virginny 
And freed de niggers all over to\~. 
How come he want to kick up suoh a dizziness! 
Nigger-business ain't white-folk's business." 
(Cudjo "sees · 
the trutho., 
refer back 1 
stanza :3) 
-Wha1~ is Cudjo's attitude tov;a.rds \iinsate Hall? Towards 
his masters? Towards slavery? Towards John B:f·own? 
-Where does he show r.reat understanding of the VJhite people? 
-AgaJ.n, note the importance of background, of aristocracy, of 
who your father was. You might want to find out all about 
the Cottou Aristocracy. 
-Jao~: Ellyat and his family are reading about the raid. 
How does lihis northern family feel about the results of 
the raid? To whom are they sympathetic? 
-J'ohiJ. Bro~·?n is in jail. Listen. carefully to his speech. 
Why is he worth more dead thun alive? 
HoY.' does his last message predict the Civil War? 
-Note how skillfully the a cappella chorus sets the mood, 
a~ks the question (did he die in vain?), acd covers time. 
Book 2. 
-Lincoln calls for troops. 
-Wingate's thoughts about going to \;ar. Note amidst his 
arrogance, he shivers ••• 
"So \':ingate pondered in Win~ate&ll, 
And hated and loved in a single breath, 
As he tried to unriddle the doubtful scrawl 
Of war and courage and love and death. 'r 
-Scene of Yankees going off to war. ~jberance% 
Jeff Davis - President of the Sot.th ~·we'll hang Jeff D::! vis 
by a sour apple tree"} 
-Science or war- so easy on paper ••• 
-Ell.Ji:l t' s musing a • thoughts on v;ar and deu th. 
W1ng;l te' s musings. 
22. 
-Horace Greeley's musings --"anything to end this war." 
Who was Horace Greeley? 
-Lincoln's musings. What was Lincoln'a reaction? 
-Th.is book ends on the note or Lee's (Southern) success. 
Book 4. 
-!rote'the immediate cha.oge or rhythm signifying Wingate • s tune 
SEE INSERT * P. 23-24. 
-What is the attitude of the slaves'? 
Wbom do the little slave children play war against? 
-Au.nt Bess is the MaDmy stereotype. 
To whom is she loyal? 
Remember. she nursed her young white masters along 
with herown black obildren. Does she love or hate 
her masters? 
-Note the pride or the starving army. They don't expect 
to win, why are they :t'ie;hting? {"but we won•t lie down 
ali.d let the North walk over us about slaves or anything else . 
-Leader of the Southern troops - Robert E. Lee. 
Compare this description with the picture ot Lee on the 
bulletin board. 
\ihat were Lee's feelings about war? 
-Recapitulation or what has happened sinco John Brown died •• o 
Tbe slave is still a slaver 
Bcok 5. 
-~ws-or the Rebels' (South) defeat reaches Washington. 
~Lincoln's wondering. "VIhat is God's will?" 
What is Lincoln's attitude to\;ards slavery? Towards the 
Union? What is his primary concern, to free the slave or 
preserve the Union? 
~~Y did he "hold ott" on delivering his Emancipation 
Proclamation novn 
-Notice how crucial this battle at Bull Run was. 
(Milora Vilas ••• may be omitted) 
-El:ohango of prisoners. 
Note the conversation between the Yank and Reb prisoners. 
It seems as if men are men and the basic bonds ot mankind 
ere stronPer than "So1therners" versu~ "Northerners". 
Think about this ideao 
Vlliy do you think Benet put this scene into the narrative? 
Can you fihd any humor 1n this scene? 
Do you !eel "hate" between any Rebs and Yanks? 
Boc•k 6. 
=tliiiiJo) Cudjo and the remains of Wingate Hall. 
-What is Cudjo's attitude? 
(Cmit Milora Vilac soeno) Note that he is free now! -
23 .. 
INSERT (Book 4o - oontinued) 
-~ho are the three atout pillars holding up all the 
weight and tradition of Wingate Hall? 
-Mary Lou Wingate (Stereotype or the Southern lady) 
"Mary Lou Wingate, as slightly made 
And as hard to break as a rapier-blade. 
She loved her hands and they made her vain, 
The tlny hands or her generation 
Tbat gathered thereins of the whole plantation; 
She YJas at work in the dead or night 
Gu.iding the cooking and watching the baking, 
The sewing, the soap-and-oandle-making, 
The brewing, the darning, the lady-daughters, 
Th.e births alld deaths in the Negro-quarters, 
cooShe was often mistaken, not often blind, 
AD.d she knew the duty or all womankind, 
Tc. take the burden and have the power, 
Al:Ld seem like the well-protected flower • 
Tc, bate the sin and to love the sinner 
And to see that the gentlemen got their dinner 
RE1ady and plenty and piping-hot 
v1.bethe r you vJan ted to · eat or not • 
And always, always, to have the oharm 
Tllat makes the gentlemen take your arm 
But never the bright,' unseemly spell 
T.ttat makes strange c;entlemen love too well, 
Oxtce you wore married a.r.d settled down 
Wtth a suitable gentleman ot your own. 
She t=new hor Bible--and how to flirt 
va. th a swansdown tar. and a brocade skirt. 
Fc}X she trunted in God but ohe likai f'or!ll!llities 
And the rJOrld and Hoaven were both roalities • 
...... rn Heaven, of course, 'i'Je should all be equal, 
~1t until we came to that golden sequel, 
Gontility must koep to gentility 
\';here God and breeding had made things stable, 
Wllile the .r.est ot the cosmos deserved civillhty 
&1t dinad in its boots at the second-table. 
This helped Ua.ry Lou to stand up strai;;-;ht, 
Fm:· she was gentle, but she could hate ••• 
Tlle Ya.o.kees \'lere devils, and she could pray, 
For (ievils, no doubt, upon Judt7)1lent Day, 
B11t now in the world, she would hate them still 
~ld send the gentlemen out to killo 
Lt:tt us look at her novJ 11 let us see her plain. 
Slle will never be quite like this again .. 
H~ r house is rocking under the blast 
kad she hears it tremble, and still stands fast, 
But this is the last, this is the lasto" 
-We will discuss this poem in great detail later on. 
But meanwhile, please consider: 
Does the frail, flower or a lady have nothing to 
do but look pretty all day? What are her dutied? 
Vlho really sees to the smooth running or the whole 
plantation? 
Many of the southern ladies were "aristocrats" members 
or a privileged upper claaa. How do Mary Lou's attitudes 
and opinions prove she was an aristocrat? 
What is her attitude towards slavery? 
" " " " " the Yankees? 
What is important to her in lite? 
.., ........ 
-Do you feel sadness in the "this is the last" lament? 
-Notice how none ot the people of Wingate Hall, even the 
slaves, can face the idea or their way of life going out 
of t3Xistance., 
Note the proud, forced lavghter, and the feat (which 
can't be afforded) being made in honor of the gentlemen 
ret11rning from war. 
Nots the stoicism •• o 
(Wingate and Sally DuPree scene may be 
omitted) 
-Narrative steps bac:t to view the 'lihole sweep and pro-
gression of the war. 
-Listen carefully to the excerpts from the soldiers 
letters of both sides. What are their conoerns? 
How do t.hey reel e.bout tbe war? V'hat do their 
letters reveal about the real conditions or the war? 
Army of the Potomic (North) 
-Army of Northern Virgl.nia - fighting tor a lost causet fightin. 
although defeated. 
Do you think they are fighting for a drean? For their tradi-
tion-idea of women? 
Note that most of the confederate soldiers never ovned 
slaves. 
25o 
Book ~· .. ~nnion troops at Gettysburg, 
Finnl battloo Ellyat and \'lingate ( JOw'ldaa) is this battle. 
-Do you think it is e:rreotive to have the woman's voioe 
read 1;he lines about the retreating Virginia army? 
What ts her tone ot ilfOice? 
-How dc,es the army and Lee reel about being defeated. 
Think about Lee's statement, "It doesn't seem like 
suoh u oause could lose when it's bcliavod in by people 
like 1;hat." Could you give Lee an explanation? 
(Milo::-a & family looking for Jack Ellyat - may omit) 
-Wind c:d' freedom--or Jubilo. 
What is the tune, rhythm, and tone of the spiritual now? 
-What clo you think about the freed Negroe:.J \'Jalking to 
Washington to see Lincoln? 
Wh~t do they picture Lincoln as? 
-Noti ct~ how some Negroes do not VJant to leave their 
plantations. 
Notlc•a Cudjo' s loyalty, his hi<J.ing the .silv~.r for his 
miat;resa and his proteotin.g her~ 
-Baile:r' s meeting with Mary Lou \"linsate at Wingate Hall. 
( Bail.~y - J aok Ellya t' s fellow soldier) 
' 'iha.t is the significance of t he golden s~lssors? 
llhy w3.s ·the old Neg:-o crying? What mieht he have boon 
told about the Yankees? Why? 
-Explain Sally DuPras' reaction to the fire ••• "House 
that married my lover be tore he saw me . " 
-\~ho worked lio put out the fire ... t' 
Book B. 
-kieting or the No:&.•t.i.lern e.nu Scutlle:A.'.u G&uo:: ..... lf>. 
It is over! 
-Ellyat's meeting with Milora. 
Sally's meeti!'.C w5.th 'l'.ne;ate. No o her priue t:ni4 courage. 
"John Brown is dead. 
Bury the South together with this man, 
Bury the bygone South~ 
Bury the mlr!utral with the honey-mouth, 
fury the broadsword virtues of the clan, 
Bury the unmachined, the planters' pride, 
The courtesy and the blttcr orrogance, 
Bury the whip, bury the bxanding-bure 1 
Bury the unjust ttlng 
Tbat some tamed into meroy, being wise, 
&t c:tould not starve the tiger from its eye~o ... 
Bury the fiddle music and the dance, 
The ~;ick magnolias of the false romance •• o 
And \'ith all tha::;e t.hingsJ bury the purple dream 
o:r tlle America we have not been, 
The ·tropic empire, seeking the warm sea, 
The last foray o:r ariatocracy • • o 
The great slave-driven bark, 
Full··oared upon the dat-k, 
With fetters for the crew 
And :3pices for the few, 
The pomp we never knew, 
Bury this, too. 
Bury this destiny nnmani:test, 
This system broken underneath the test, 
Beside John Brown •••• " 
26o 
-(Just listen to theemotion behind this speech% We are 
going to discuss this portion o:r the narratiwe line by 
lino. Do consider, though, was the Civil War good or 
bad or a little bit of both? Vfuat was lost? Vfuat was 
saiued?) 
-Not:lce the tenpo change --" out of his (John Brovwnta) 
bod~ ••• grown •• • revolving steel." 
Thia is a picture ot the new South. Compare it with the 
above "Bury" picture . 
Wha1; details ind:tcate the industrial and mechanical nature 
of. the new America? 
-What is the significance of this ending? 
... we willhave indtvj.dual conferences to decide on further 
act:lvi ties . Read through the sugcestions and come to the 
oon:rerence with all your ideas.) 
4. (Further related activities) 
a.. RC'rC t.h.~ at· '-.i ".:aa :on segj_•ccat.:lon in the January, 1958 
issue of the Atlantic Monthly . (You may use any series 
of articles you VJant, from any magazine}. Be sure to 
consider who \Jrote the o.Z"ticles, his backe;round and 
bias, the soundness of the arguments . Plan a debate 
on segregation to be held ba:orc the claoo . 
b. Keep a notebook of pictures , poems, and "stereotypes" 
of the Old South. Ba sure to include th0 oouthera 
e;entleman, Mammy, Mary l·cu Vt::..nga:!io, Uncle heru.~ ~ cotton 
pickers , banjo playing Neeroes , a hunt scene etc . 
o. Read about in slave ram1nisconces such as in Botkin~ 
collection, Lax My Burden Down. What type of 
incidents do they seem to remember? Be sureto 
consider t hat some of these memories might be greatly 
exaggerated. Figure out the aees of these Negroes . 
How long ago did these "incidents" bappon to them? 
Assume that youare a reed Negro slave. Provide a 
\~ek' s entries to a diary you might have kept when 
you :tirst learned to write. You might like to 
include accounts of your seYvitude dayc on the cotton 
plantation. What were your tasks? Describe the Master 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
1 . 
j. 
2'1. 
and Mistress of the plantation. Describe the 
big house aud your qua~ters. (Be su~e these descriptions 
ure through your eyes as a freed Negro slave.) 
J)esoribe your feelings towards slavery, towards Lincoln, 
towards being free. You might even tell what you are going 
to do tram now on. 
J~ke a "peep box" depicting a scene from John Brown's Body. 
Write out a short "briefing" to the "peeper''indioating wba t 
acene you are depicting, what has happened just before this 
scene, and what to look tor. 
·with a committee of at least five, plan and publish 
a newspaper (1-3 pages) tbat might have been read by 
tlle Appletons, Du.Pres , · h'ingates etc. Include 
articles of interest on all phases of community lite. 
(You might want to include such things as ads for 
run-away slaves etc. Check with the history books 
listed in the bibliography.) 
head the life story of Stephen Foste=. You eight want 
to study the songs he wrote in Negro dialect for 
minstrel shows. In this case, study up on the miBtrel 
show--perhaps reconstruct one for class presentation. 
You will have to be prepared to answer all the class! 
questions on the history of .minstrel shows, who 'vas in· 
them, for \IDOm were they perrormed etc. 
You might study the sentimental ballads of Stephen 
Foster, such as ~Y Old Kentucky Home", "Old Black 
cToett, and "Old Folk's at Home." Why is it said that 
"Old Black Joe" is Foster's own lament? What reasons 
can you give for the·nostalgia expressed in these songs--
Be sure to consider who is singing in each case and the 
cause of the lament being sung. 
Among the most beautiful American songs are the 
folk hymns of the American Nee;roes~ hymns that we 
oall spirituals. In the main, the spi~ituals are 
an expression of deep taith in God and the joy of 
lite regardless of tragedy and hard timas . Be sure 
to include such spirituals as "Go Down Moses" , "SWing 
Low Sweet Chariot", and "Joshua fit the Battle or Jerico" 
in your study. It you 11want to plan a class peri odd 
listening +:.o spir .... uals (p z.· ...... _ _,..., giv.in~ t.he tJ4-ephen 
Foster and State Songs groups some tLme) be sure to 
include in your introduction what the spirituals were 
about , 'ilhere they originated, who ·wrote them, what type 
of rhyme and rhythm patterns they tend to follow, and 
if their co~ort was restricted only to Negroes. 
Study the state songs of the South. Do they have 
themes in common? Are they nostalgic or peppy? 
Who composed them? When were they composed? 
Make a notebook on the history or jazz. What 
was a "blues singer"? How and why did he get 
that nace? Where did jazz originate? Who was 
lh.lddy Bolden? What was Storeyville? Oh 
C~-man-go~ A good place to begin is with the 
~1pecial Life issue on entertainment (December 22, 
1958). 
k. Study the :rarevl!!ll address or General Robert E. 
l~e to his troops. 
What did Lee give as the reason tor the surrender? 
What is the tone of the speech? 
What personal qualities or Lee are shown in his 
address? 
Compare your impressions of Lee from this address 
with the picture given of him in John Brown's 
Body. 
Can rou ~ind any biographies of Lee? 
lo Study Lincoln's second inaugu~al address. 
HovJ did Lincoln contrast 1865 with the year in 
which he delivered his first inaugural address? 
What does Lincoln give as the causes of the war? 
Wb.a" "(,.>I-6 o ... l~u<...ge i s used L1 l.his address? 
Can you say anything about the images? 
Which part of this address have you heard before? 
Do you think it is the best part of the address? 
Justify your answer. 
m. Study the education in the Old South for the 
tlristocratio white boy, the poor ·white boy • and 
1;he Negro. Write a comparison or the schooling 
or education procedures of pre-Civil War times 
and t l:lose of today. 
n. j~ake a scrapbook of famous Negroes or/and Southerners 
~ho have contributed to the growth and development or 
-~.erican culture. Be sure to include a short des-
,- · Jtion of ·why ~he man was famuu.s d.nd of \iha t his 
•::ontribution vms. 
o. .Read at l east one book from the supplementary 
::eading list at the endof these activities . Wtite 
a ilrief review of the book fo!' the clc.ss files and 
'b£ prepared to "sell" the book to the class . 
p. .~e all the necessary arrangements for a fi~ on 
an aspect Of this unit to be c"lO'W!! tn .,_,e clafls . 
Find out what films are available. 
Check with the teacher for standard procedure tor 
requesting ~ilm and tor ~unds available. 
Write the letter secuzing the film. 
Previe~ the film and arrange for its showing. 
Plan the publicity. 
In~duce the film to the olass, give the necess-
ary background and point out what to look for. 
Conduct a discussion and evah ation on the film 
after its showing. 
q. Plan a pantomime ot one incident trom Uncle Tom's 6ab1n. 
Be sure to tell the classsamething about the book 
and why it w~s written in your introduction. 
29o 
r. l~ad "Huok Visits the Grangerfords" in ~~ain's Huok-
-~~ eberry !:.!!m• 
What does Hvok'a reception at the Grangerfordsg 
indicate about their attitude towards (a) the 
Shepherdsons, (b) other people? 
\~at idea of the Grangerford family do you have 
from Huck's description of the house? 
What kind or person was Emmeline Grangerford? 
Why is Huok•s picture of her amusing? 
Can you compare her to Sally DuPras? 
Is this an ar1stoorat1o class of Southerners? 
Could they socialize with the Wingatea? 
Cha~aoterize the Colonal, Bob, Tom, and Sophia . 
How do their characteristics and past history 
set t he stage for what happehs later? 
How does the reud affect Huck and the various 
m~bers of the Grangerford family? 
An author not only pictures lifo in his book, he 
usually comments upon life. What ia Twain 's 
attitude towards feuding? How 1 exactly, is this 
tltti tude :1nnlcat~d by Htlck' f! tell~r~ "'"be Gr'lngerford 
ep:lsode? 
What part does Jim play in this selection? 
No one k.neYJ better than Mark Twai.u J.:;hs various uses 
of dialogue aad tho i mportance of dialogue in jou~nal­
istic writing, yarns, and fiction. Good dialogue serves 
three purposes : 
(1) It oan make a character real to the reader by 
reproducing the way he talks and by showing 
t hrough wnat he saya the kind of person he is. 
( 2' It oar.! p:-ovit!.e backgrounC. i. ""fo:or·~ "vi on that the 
reader needs to know in order to understand a 
perticu!a~ eplsode. (3) It oan advance the action of the story. 
I .n the ep1aoc1e you have ~ust read, Twaiu used 
dialoeue skillfully for each of these puxroaes. 
S..»JJ.~tilll~a oue purpose •w.s dom:C.nailt , 1.2·'· <='.11 were 
often comblned. Looate each or the following dialogues 
a..nd poi.nt out what pui'pose ox· purpo::es each ono serves: 
... Huck's !ni.tial dielce;ue \'Jith Colonel G.l'~ge.L"1 ord. 
-Huck' a dialogue with :Sack at the co1·n c.r;. ba . 
uBuck' s conversation vlith Jack. 
s . R1~ad "The Fightr (~orgia Scenes. A.B. Longstreet), 
the story of a C")n·~est provoked t.0tv:Gcr!. t·~o 
f.il"iendly men by ..t!ansey Snif'i'le. 
Consider thg following: 
How is the strength of Billy Stallions and 
Bob Durham described? What is ~tall talk"? 
What ~e or person is Ranar Sniftles1 
What ia the cause or the fight? (What are they 
tightino i"<J:::?) 
Which parts of the fignt most delight the audience? 
What is the meaning ot "sadism"? 
Notice how the story is told: what person, use 
or dialogue, of dialect , of language. Is there 
a moral? 
Why is the tone o~ the story comic? 
Ir you are also reading the feuding episode in Huckle~erry 
Finn be sure to consider the following: 
--
30., 
E~w is the savage biting orr of a finger and 
part or a nose comparable to the barbarity of 
the f'eud story? 
What other elements do the two stories have in common? 
(Be sure to compare tone , person, language, narrator~s 
comments etc. ) 
Which story do you like better? Why? 
t. Concepts of the Negro. 
"A black-type pers9n and a white-type person, they 
ain't alike. Now the black- type person, all they 
think about it tighting and having a good time •• o o 
Now the white-type person is more American-type, 
he don't mind fighting but he don't fight to kill 
tor tun. It's that cannibal blood you caint git out." 
(Segregation. R.P. Warren. P. 11) 
Find as many different concepts of the Negro as 
you can. In the Southern Review (published before 
the Civil War) there are articles which explain in 
great detail why the Negro is really got a human being. 
!~sregation presents the opinions of Southerners (1956) 
concerning the Negro while raising profound questions 
on the segregation issues. (Short paper-baok-book--
j~asc1nating--fa1rly easy reading--well worth while!) 
~rou might oheok the Reader's Guido to Periodic Lit-
eratYre and find concepts or the Negro being staten 
1;o sway opinion in the Arkansas crisis. 
iUso ca~efully note cxplanatious o~ the Negro that 
you come across in your reading (Uncle Remus, tor 
axample)o Hint: Browse through the short excerpts in 
i~erican Stuff. PPo 150-151 has a delightful explan-
e,tion "All Folks was Born Black". 
1~u might prepare a bulletin board display or your 
1'1nd1ng"s, or you may pre~ent them in booklet :formo 
u. J:!'cl1tlore o 
'l'eloA g.rew up among the Negroes as they worked 
b.aro. on the rl..l!ltatio.t..s, steamboat. a, ~::~.ud rail-
roadso There was John Hen.ry, the great Negro rail-
road construction worker who wagared that he could 
drive u steel spike into solid rock as fast as a 
newly invented steam-driving machine. He v1on the 
raoo but died or a broken heart. 
in the 
this tale 
In your 
P'rom the bibliography in the card catalogue 
library, find a~ many different ver~ion~ of 
and or the story of John b.t:nry cts you cau. 
reading be sure to consider the following : 
About the hero-What region of the u.s. was he 
associated with? 
-Was he completely alive, or imaginary? 
- \'/hat wera hls major accompl~shm.ents? 
- " " " outstanding personality 
traits? 
About the tale-\-\'hy was it told? 
~Bow was it told (straigh~·:faoed, 
in dialect etc.)? 
-Organization or the tale (does the 
"punch" come as a surprise ending?) 
I 
l 
31. 
~rou may want to tell this tale ( or an original) 
to the olasso Be sure to 1ntroduoe your tale 
with a briet int~oduotion on the e.rt of tale=telling. 
:rou might clip from newspapers for a week all the jlnoidents you oan find that could be made into tall-
1;ales and pre~»are a bulletin board display of your 
tindings. Perhaps you'd like to sponser a tall-tale 
oantest·. You might try writing some .modern 1B.ll tales 
yourselt--I bet you could oome up with some whoppers: 
v. ~rustly acclaimed the greatest interpreter of the 
llegro in the period which Uncle Bemus so aptly 
describes as "beto• de war, endurin' de war, en 
atterwads." Read about in HarrisG books, Uncle Remus. 
Storie so 
Do you notice a pattern in the stories? What can you 
flay about the humor, and the dialect? 
l~rris once said, ~hat does a story matter, it we 
Clo not, somehovJ, find its characters close kin to us"? 
J~alyze Harris' characterizations? Describe the 
little boy, Miss Sally, :ind Marse J'ohn. 
Y~at are the various roles or Uncle Remus? Is he the 
s:ame when he • s philosophising as when he's quarreling 
c'r getting into mischief? 
Note Chandler's expert use of the dramati~ monologue. 
This device is used as the principle means of character 
I'evela tion. It captures not only v;hat Uncle Remus 
f!II!Js, but his manner or saying it--his every gesture. 
Is this monologue form used continually? 
'l'ry Vir! ting a dramatic mondD~ue yoursolt. 
l~an to tell an Unole Remus tale to the class at the 
c .. lose t>t your report. l3e sure to have mastered the 
die.lact, the mannerisms (:tnc:.".~]. expl"ess!ona , gentures) 
of the old tale teller. 
Wri·'-e a modern "Uncle Remus" ta.le. 
w. E:tudy the 24 myths in the Uncle Remus Books (why 
the Uegro is Black, why the moon's face is smutty, 
~here the ocean came from etc.) /Try to find explanations 
for such myths--or try to rind other myths about these 
same sub;ieots. (Hint: browse nbou·~; jn FoJk Beliefs 
gf the Negro.) What is a myth1 Try wrrtflig'one--
yourself. 
K. ·rou m.ight make a study or Neero folk beliefs and 
superstitions. The class would be curious to know, 
for example, why their folk tales are full or 
Vt::.tches but never of fairies. V•'hat if the meaning or 
voodooism etc. 
y. Collect Negro proverbs of wisdom and rhetoric. 
nde trur ain't nover been hunted yit by dem what 
ain't believe it" ••• "Better be dead dan outer fashion". 
1ou'll find many such proverbs throughout the Uncle 
32. 
Remus stor1eso What is a proverb? Before you 
try writing some or your own, analyse the humor 
in the proverbs of rhetoric auoh as "he looks 
mighty solwnoolly". What causes the laughter? 
Is it the picture called to mind? The play on 
words? The misuse or ~sspelling or words? The 
i~verted or mistaken words? The exaggerated metaphors? 
o.Ko throw your grammar rules to the wind and have a 
good time ---~ be sure to know which grammatical 
principles y0u are violating! 
Zo Analyze the songs in the Uncle Remus books. These 
are authentic religious and work sonss collected by 
(not written by) Harris. What is the picture they 
present of this life? What dothey picture Heaven 
to be like? Do they ever sermonize? 
In Africa the Negro had sung to the rhythm of the 
songs as he worked, and he continued this rhythmic . 
labor in America. What can you say about the rhythm·in 
these songs? Perhaps you will want to get in on the 
Spiritual group's time and presen~ some of these songs. 
0(., Culminating Activities: 
1. .Administration or :final test. 
2 . Oral reports on studies and readingso 
3. :Displays (bulietin boards) and "peap shows~ . 
4. Presentation of debate on segregatlon.o. 
5. .Spiritual Hour {Negro songs, jazz, work and religious 
songs, Stephen Foster and state songs). 
6. Mi::::~treJ. f.'how • 
Pantomime skits. 
e. :Publication of newspaper for th~ Old South. 
9. Tall-Tale Hour. "Wnopperff contest, Voodoo hour eta. 
10~ :~11m presentation and discv.ss1on. 
111. Oo.m.pilization ot class sc.:repbco: on tlle ~outh . 
12. Critical evaluation of unit. 
13. 'l'eaoher's summarization of the unit. 
o not d1tt1cult 
Fiction 
BIBLIOGRAl'HY 
Bonta.mps, :A. Sad-Faced Bori Houghton, 193'1 o 
A tender tale of three Negro b.,others from Alabama Ylho 
so to Harlem, see New York, and form a band but finally 
decide that home is best. 
Evans, E.A. Aramita. Putnam, 1935o 
A little Negro girl from the city, visits her grand-
mother in Alabama and learns many surprising thi.a.ss 
about country life. 
Felton, H.W. John Henrx and His Hammer. Xnopt, 1950. 
The story of one of the moat colorful heroes of Amer-
ican !olklore--ot the great Negro railroad worker who 
claim~~ he could drive a steel spike into the track 
wi th his hammer faster than any machine! 
Jackson, J. Call Ue Charley. Harper, 1945. 
Charlie, the only Negro boy in his junior high school, 
exercises patience and wisdom which help hLm achieve 
his rightful place ~t school and in the community. 
Lenski, L . We Live i n the South. Lippincott, 1952. 
Fo\l.r simple stories centeri"iig on children 11 ving in 
fou~ different parts of the S~uth : Hthe piney woods," 
a G·u.lf coast fishing town, an ora.nge grove, and the 
No~·ro oootion ot e. southern toVJn. JUl the stories 
reflect not only economic hardship but also family 
a~t·e ction • 
.Rattery, G. Twenty Dollar Ho.!'se. Messnax· , 1955. 
A r~·h! te boy and a Neero boy buy a. horse toeether. 
BotJ:'I. t.tte boys and their neiehbcr3 learn much from 
thi.~, t:.Apcl•ie.ac~ . 
Sharpe , S .G. ~ . . . ~. Uni7. of No~th Curolina Press, 1939. 
Thi.s sU!ple p1o1iure book deals with a Negro boy livins 
on a far.m in a southern Negro community. Through his 
eyEts, the reader .meet a his f amily, h~.e school, and his 
oht:.rch. Celebrations of holida~'S and incidents of rural 
life a.re also described. The fine, clear photographs 
hP-l.p to break down the stereotypes of the souther.n 
Ne"ro as shiftless and irresponsible. 
Twain, M. Huckleberry JJ: .. 'ln. Viking, 1955. 
ExE~ellent pictures ot \lhs Old South anu the Southerners 
arEt presented in the course of this exciting novel tell-
ing ot the adventures of a run~o.\'Jay poor white boy and 
a l'uJ1-away slave. Intermingled with tho humor of the 
book is the serious thread or the meaning of slavery. 
Why not re-read this book concentrating on Huck' s growth 
aa hs bagiD"' to realize that the Negro is a good friend 
anct a human beiASo 
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-
Ansley, D. The Sword and the Spirit. Cromwell, 1955. 
This account or John Brow~. the man who f ought slavery 
in the 19th century, emphasizes his dedication and 
ideal:lsm. 
Bontemps, A. The Story ot George Washington Carver, Grosset, 1954. 
The biography ot a great Negro scientis t whose dis-
coveries benefited all mankind. 
• The Story or the Negro. Knopr, 1955. 
----T~h~e--h-:l:~~-t-o_r_y_or Negroes from slavery days to the 
present time (1955 ). St~ongly recommended. 
Eaton, J. Trumpeter's Tale. 
Young Louis Armstrong and jazz were borntogether in 
Hew O~leans, where Louis struggled hard to earn a liv-
i ng. 
Graham, s . & Lipscomb, G. D~:, George Washinston Carver.i 
Soien·tist . Miesner , 1944. 
Through his capacity for hard work, and his winning 
quali'liies, George \Yas.h1 ngton Car,er rises to heights 
as a .scientist and adds prestige to scholarship. 
Graham, s . Story ot Phillis Wheatl!f. Meosner, 1949. 
Puroh::1sed and educated by a wealthy Boston family 
in 171!}11 Phyllis Wheatley devol9ped her natural 
abili·cy as a poet. (You might like to read some or 
her p :>etry. ) 
• There enoe -.··as a Slave . Mcoaner , 1947. 
----A~dr~ama--~t~i-o-,~historical figure , Fredrick Douglass, 
escapes from slavery and works for the freedom of 
all o.!l3lavod people the world over. · 
Hughes, L. Famous American Neeroes. Watua;-~982. Dodd, 1954. 
Biographies ofFNegro Leaders in music, business , labor , 
journalism, education and ~ther fields 9 
_ _,,__,__,......, __ ~-· The Fi 3t Book o~ ! ogr.·c~.;~o ~:~tts .. 1952. 
Brief introduction to Negro history--sketches or sev-
eral Negro leaders--as presented to Terry Lane , a young 
boy in Harlem. · 
Miller, M: . Joe ~3VliS. American. r:yn. 1951. 
NGe~s no luhrc uotion to the boys! 'Tis the story 
ot Jc,e Lewis , Negro heavyweign·~ champion or the world. 
ollOt difficult 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ~ continued 
Petry, A. Harriet Tubman; Conductor on the Underground 
Railroad. Crowell, 1955. 
Harriet Tubman's life was devoted to bringing enslaved 
Negroes to the North and freedom. This book otters 
an exciting account of this critical period in our 
history. 
Purdy, c. He Heard America Sins; The Story o:r Stephen Foster. 
The days of river steamboats and the overland trials 
ooma to life again 1n this easily read biography of one 
of Amer1ca•s most beloved songwriters. 
Sohoor, G. Jackie Robinsonj Baseball Hero. Putnam, 1958. 
A biography of a spectacular baseball player who always 
kept in mind the welfare of his people. The style ot 
writing is erisp, slangy.and enthusiastic. Why do you 
think .the author is sympathetic to Jackie's problems? 
Washington, B.T. Up From SlaverJ. Oxford, 1945. 
A silt.ply written (but 9meaty") autobiography of a Negro 
slave who became a famous man--never losing touch with 
the ~Beds of his people. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Fiction 
deAngeli, M. Brigbt April. Doubleday, 1946. 
Through beautiful pictures and a sympathetically told 
story you will id~nt1fy yourself with April and her 
family--Negroes who live in Philadelphia. The problems 
of interGraoial relationships as they affected ohlldren 
are treated with sensitivity and wisdom. 
Bur gwyn, M. River Treasure. Oxtord, 1947. 
A twelve year old Negro orphan finds loving care in the 
home of Miss Delly and Mr. Rutus who llve on a farm in 
North Carolina. 
Cather , Vi. Sapphire and the Slave Girl. Knopf, 1940. 
The main theme ot this novel is concerned with the 
sly persecution o~ a beautiful mulatto girl by her jealous mist~sss . The Virginia countryside is the 
setting tor this novel which takes place in 1856, just 
befc•re the outbreak of the ·civil War . 
Fe~ber , E. Show Boat. r oubleday, 1926. 
A rc·manoe of one ot the floating thaatres on the Miss-
1ss1.ppi, "The Cotton Blossom". 
Heyward , D. PorQ 
The sad story of a crippled Negro in the tenament 
qua.I·ter of Charleston, South Carolina. The folk 
opel'a , "Porgy and Bess" , was taken from this book. 
You might like to listen to the records. 
Knight , R.A. · .!.t mi,A4_t be You. Doubleday, 1949. 
You will be set thinking by these eight stories which 
poi~~antly describe the destructive affects of heedless 
intolerance. 
Means , Jr. c. Shuttered Windo·ws. Houghton, 1938. 
A y()tmg Negro girl returns to the home ot her great-
graJldmother in an isolated southern community, and 
le~~ how pride and self-respect add dignity to the 
mos·~ humble lives. 
Person, T. New Dreams or Old. Lingme.llS, 1966. 
Carj::>lyn Howard sees the problems involved in the c~-
1ng eoonomy, and in race· relationships in Mississippi 
whe.n she· must assume reoponsibility tor running her 
tamlly's cotton farm because her father has suffered . 
a haart attack. 
d'Usseau, Daen are the Rooto. 
Strong racial pre judices are aroused in a SOtlther.n 
tamily when a Negro war hero returns home. •(a play.) 
BIBLIOGRAPHY - continued 
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Abrahwu, P. Tell Freedom~ Knopf • 
A Negro poet tulfliis his dream of telling the free 
pec•ples of the world what segregation means to his 
people. · 
Baleleas, K. In the Bi' Time. Lippincott, 1953. 
ThEt success story o Marian Anderson. 
Bontemps, A.Vl. We Have T~. Houghton, 1945. 
Skatches of twelve yo~o men who have attained 
suooess in their chosen fields. These accounts tell 
of the hardships and antagonisms that were faced by 
eac~h figure. 
* Botkin1r B. A. , ed. rrr My Burden Down. 
A· fascinating coaction of reiliiscenoes on slavery 
told by old slaves. Better allow a good bit of time 
for this one, because once you pick it up--you wont 
be able to put it down. Koep in mind that these tales 
ar(~ told in retrospect and therefore might well be 
exaggerated and tempered by emotion. 
Embreen E.R. Thirteen Against the Odds. Viking, 1944. 
Tb:Ls biography ot thirteen Negroes illustrates the 
raoial discriminations each had to disregard, and the 
~~ other obstacles that continually obstructed their 
patihways to success. 
Havightll'st, w. Upper Mississippi; A Hilder ness Sa&l• Rinehart, 
This fine history chronicles the romance and terror or 
ea:ttly life on and beside the Mississippi River. 
Heln, M. .Ane;el Mo' end her Son. Little, 
It was not ~asy for the son of a Georgia slave to 
ba13ome one of the world • s greatest singers. 
Kuge~1ss , J.A. Ral h J Bunche: Fi ter tor 
In spite o~ a poverty-striken childhood, 
secures an education and rises to heights 
na·tional statesmanship. 
Peace. Messner, 195~ 
lph Bunche 
or inter-
Peare, o. Mary McLeod Bethune. Vanguard, 1951. 
A ~great Negro leader overcomes Southern prejudice · and 
builds an 1ndust1ral school tor her peopla. 
Parrish, A. Clouded Star. Harper, 1948. 
The story of Harriet Tubman, a colored Y~oman called . 
Moses, who helps slaves ea~ape trom the South to Canadao 
The many experiences of Moses and the slaves on their 
trips by Underground railroad make the book exciting 
and interesting. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY - continued 
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*Puokett, ed. Folk Bel!ets ot the Southern Negro.. Univ. 
of North Carolina Press, 1926o 
A somewhat scholarly presentation ot the Negro fola 
beliefs, their origi~ and relationships to general 
folklorel You'll find the voodoo and ghosts so fas-
cinating that the "scholarly presentation" won't even 
bother you. Browse about. Can you find the belief 
in. w1,ohes and the reasons for why there must never 
be talk of fairies? 
Riohara.son, B. Great American Negroes. Crowell, 1945. 
IJ:l.teresting, brief, life stories ot twenty-one great 
AIILerican Negroes; including such men as Crispus .Attucks 
o1' Revolutionary days, Frederic Douglass, Booker T. 
Wa.shinc:ton etc 
Conrad, E. Harriet Tubman. Associated Pubs., 1943. 
A.t,other biography ot the remarkable \'IIOcan \"Jho served 
a~. aoout, spy, and nurse during the r1v11 War and never 
ge.ve up the fight :for fUll rights for ha1· people . 
*Warren, R.P. Segregation: The Inner Confliot in the South. 
!doC:. ern Lib. , 1956. 
A short, provocative essa7 on the problem. This work 
ir.s beautifully written and most challenging to the reader. 
St;rongl.y recommended. 
Wilson, Forrest. Crusader in Crinoline. 
The 'ltory ot Harriet &eoher Stowe's energetic lire 
crusading for the abolition of slaveryo It you read 
th:ls biography~ \y " J\. road the .:llort drwrat1zation 
o1~ Un.ole Tom' a Cabin, Stowe's most famous work. It 
you haven't met Little Eva and Simon LaGree yet, you 
shoulct. (Moses, Ret!"'J ntati vc Plays bX ...:\ro.eric:ln 
~~amatlsts t Vol. !I . 
White , A.T. George Washington Carver, The Story of a 
Groat .American. Random, 1953 . 
A eympo.thetio acoount of the e-reat Negro scientist 
who came up from slave.r·y. 
Poetr;t 
Cullen, c. On These I Stand. Harper, 194? ~ 
~l e~oellent collection ot Nocro pootr], ~elected by 
tlle author shortly before his deatho 
JohneoJl, The Book ot American NeB.J\O Poetry. Harcourt, 1922. 
RrowFe aoout in this anthologyl Note particularly 
th.ooe selections from Cotter, Cullen, Corrotheru, Bon-
t•~ps, Hughes, and Brawley. 
odifticult 
Fiction 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Benet, s.v. {ohn Brown's Bo(}yo Reinhart, 
A long poetic narrative or the American Civil War, 
with many torgott~ incidents of bravery and a 
fascinating picture of Lincoln and the South. 
Botkin, B.A., ed. A Treasury ot American Folklore. Crown, 1944. 
stories, ballads, and traditions or the people, con-
cerned primarily with heroes, boasterf, pseudo bad men, 
knockers and liars. Fascinating tales. 
~dler, J.H. Uncle Remus. Appleton, l930o 
Only the dialect is a bit difficult in these charming, 
humorous tales told to a little white boy by old 
Uncle Remus. If you haven't read them, you should. 
Connelly, M. The Green Pastures. Rinehart, 
An old Negro preacher conjures up pictures of heaven 
and the days when God walked on earth for his hearers. 
Thoueh the play is original and funny, it never ceases 
to be moaning and reverent. 
Faulkner, W. The Unvanguished, Signet, 1952. 
A no~el about the Civil War and the courageous, color-
ful f:artoris men and women who fought with honor and 
paesion to save the South from de I · eat. Memorable also 
tor the relationship between the young white and Negro 
boys. 
Longstreet., A.B. Geors.ia Scenes. Sagamore, 1957. 
Ninet.een tall-tales (originally newspaper sketches) 
told by an educated man. Presents a vivid picture 
or t.he violence and the /Southern sense ot humor. 
Mitchell, M. Gone with the \'lind. Macmillan, 1936. 
It yc)u like love stor.hts mixed with adventure then 
don'1; miss this tale of the Civil V:ar. 
Stowe, H.B. Uncle Tom's Cabin. Modern Library, 
A re ,,elation or the inhuman! ties of Amer lean ala very , 
Vlrit1jen for propaganda purposes. 'lhe uni'orgettable 
stor:r or Uncle Tom, Li ttlo Eva, and Simon Legree. 
At loast read a few chapters. 
Warren, R.P. Nifjht Rider. Houghton, 1939. 
This novel is based upon the history of the Kentucky 
toba,Joo ft:Juds in the early 1900's. It t olls in an 
exci·ting, detailed, and original manner of the struggles 
betw~een l nnd owner s and Negro tenants farmers for the 
rorm3.tion or a tobacco association in the South. 
Young, J. A Good Man. Bobbs, 1953. 
The noble character of a southern Negro rarmer is 
pathetically obvious and revealed through the symbol 
of h is desire to paint his house white. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY - continued 
\)dif'tioult 
N ... o .. n.-.-F .... i ... o_t_i-2!! 
Baruch, J). Glass House of Prejudioe. Morrow, 1946. 
"Pre:judioe-stereotyped set beliefs oonoerning minority 
grou.ps are current in our culture ••• they must be over-
come." Miss Baruch discusses the reasons for pre-judice, and effective methods tor combating this "disease 
of b.ate." 
Fuller, :E:. A Star Pointed North. Harper, 1946. 
Frec.erick DOuglass, the slave became Frederick Douglass, 
the idolized hero of the abolitionists, and popular 
gue~1t and speaker at many meeting. In the process, he 
lost. a close relationship with his wi:f'~ and :f'am.ily. 
ThiEl book poses the problem as to whether shifts in 
rele.tionships are a necessary part of spiritual growth. 
Goodwin,.R.B. It's Good to be Black. Doubleday, 1953. 
Brought up in a small Illinois town, the author tells 
how her father taught her to be proud that she was 
blac~k and how she developed a strong feeling of security. 
Holt, R. George Washington Car~~· Doubleday, 1943, 
Denled entrance to one college because he was a Negro. 
Car,rer nevertheless got an education, and became known 
intnrnationally for his work as a scientist and as a 
Teac:her at Tuskegee. 
Rowan, C .. T. South of' Freedom. Knopf, 19o2. 
Carl Rowan is a Negro newspaper reporter. South or 
FrfH~D.OJ'ft is a book containing his observations on a 
~~trip to the deep South. It exposes many struggles 
and humiliations of the American Nesro that most people 
nev4tr hear about. It is an extremely interesting book 
wr11;ten with frank clarity. 
*Simkins, F. A History of tho South. Knopf, 19o5. 
An ,,xcellent, up to date history rrom a Southerner's 
poiJ:lt of view. "The South is an attitude ot mind and 
a way of behavior just as .much as it is a territory." 
This book is ar ac~ount or the dev~ , ~p~~~t c~ that 
attitude ot mind as well as a history of' lihe territory 
in 'Nhich it had its greatest fulfillments. 
Thompson, E.B. American DaHShter. Univ. of Chicago Press, 1946. 
A young Negro woman tells of her progress trom a North 
Dakota farm to a suitable job and adjustment in the 
South Side of Chicago. The book contrasts tho easier 
acceptance found by some Negroes in rural communities 
with the more risid barriers of city lif'eo 
Vehanen, K. Marian Ander~on. McGraw, 194\. 
Acolatmea and honorea Ih Europe and South America, 
Marian Anderson was accorded praise by American music 
critics, but not granted the privileges or first-class 
citizenship in many American communities. 
.cUtt1oult. 
(Non-F1ct1.on) 
-
BIBLIOGRAPHY - continued 
White, w. Lost Boundaries, Harcourt, 1948. 
4lo 
Within the pages or this book you will find the seuret 
ot a family that lived a lie for many years. You will 
read about the mixed emotions ot a boy when his rather 
tells him he is a Negro. This is a true story. 
• A Man Called Vlli1te. Viking, 1948. 
----~t~1a~l~t~e-~r~~~n~Ite, who could have easily passed "as white", 
chose to work with his people through the National 
Association tor the Advancement of Colored People. 
Wright, R. Black Boy. Harper, 1945. 
A bitter and moving account of the author's boyhood 
and youth spent in the South. In his e~y childhood 
surrounded by filth or every kind, always hungry and 
fearful--later living with sour, respectable and re-
ligious relatives, this olever and introspective boy 
had almost a genius for making himself misunderstood 
by the fev1 who might have helped him. Apparently only 
four or five people ever showed him any kindness. He 
could notkeep a job because he could not learn to be 
subservient to white people and altogether hide his 
taelinga tram them. At the end ot this book he is 
escaping to the North whero he hopes for better things, 
but the reader fears that lite for him will always be 
hard and bitter bacau~a he ic a Nogro who thinks and 
reels and hates. It might be interesting to follow up 
the life of Richard Wright. 
42o 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
o for the t;eaoher (see also * on student's list) 
Cash 1 W.J. ~e Mind of the South. Doubleday, 1941. 
A roD~nt1c picture or the South's conception or selt--
excellent for revealing the complexities and emotionality 
involved in the South's position. A must it your unit's 
emphasis is John Brown's Bodz. 
Furnas, J •. c. Goodbye to Uncle Tom. Slone, 1956. 
Horrld, undocumentea analysis or the myths pertaining 
to tlle American Negro. Don't waste your timel 
Ginsberg, E. The Negro Potential. Columbia, 1956. 
Written by manpower experts, this study traces the 
ga1nn that the Negro has made s1noe 1940 as they have 
secw~ed more and better jobs in both North and South. 
The book closes with emphasis upon v1hat has to be 
dane before the Negro can be tully integrated into 
Amerlc11n lite. 
Lee, I.J. How do zou Talk about People. ADL, 1949. 
The uema.Cltic origins of prejudice are discussed in 
this easy-to-read. fifty page pamphlet. 
Stnlth, L. Now is the Tim!• V1k1ng1 1955. 
The \~rlter affirms that prompt integration in America 
schools is of prime importance in terms of national 
life and America's relationship with the rest of the 
worl<l. (You might also enjoy Stranse Fruit, a beautiful 
love story of a white man and Negro woman, set in the South. 
It i1~ the pathetic story of two races, rooted in a common 
earth and straining toward a common happiness, yet in 
brutal oonf'l1ct with each other.) 
.. ~~-d-.:i:;;;o:o.....;V;..::;i;;:;3;;.;;:ua:;;;..::l:;....;.;Ai:;.;;d_a 
Fil.m...q. 
Picture in zour Mind. 10 min. color. Int. Flm. Fd. 
The growth of prejudice and the responsibility of the 
individual to cope with the development of prejudice 
is the basic idea ot this animated film. It is a 
provocative film for arousing discussion and should be 
used as an introductory ac~tvity if the unit's focus 
is on Sesre5at1on. 
New South. 17 .mlno HOT. 
BSg1nn1ng with some of the old t rad1tions, the !11m 
contrasts the old with the new. Applicable to any 
emphas~.s or the unit-.. aspecially to John Brown's Body. 
To Hear your Banjo Play. 20min. Brandon. . 
The origin or the ~o and the development or Southern 
tolk music and square dancing are important parts ot 
this film. 
Audio Visual Aide = oontinuad 
(Films) 
Tall Tales. 16 min. oolor. Brandon. 
Four-different folk singers, Joshua White, Burl Ives, 
Willlam Geet, and Winston O'Keefe demonstrate Ame»ioan 
tolk songs. Selections include, "Strawberry Roan," 
"Gray Goose", and "John Henry". 
Patrick Henry ot Virsinia. 16 ~n. color. Va. State Dept. ED. 
Filmed in the historic setting ot Patrick Henry's home, 
this first person narrative tells the story ot his lite. 
(Use either in folk (John Brown's Body) or biography (Negro) 
emphasized units.) 
Stephen Foster. 11 min. Library Film. 
A playlet is presented in which appropriate songs ot 
the composer are used as baokground. (Use in either 
folk or biography emphasized units.) 
The Story ot Dr. Carver. 10 min. MOM. 
Showing his agricultural experiments in the South. Excellent 
for stimulating interest in biography (Negro cantributionso) 
unit. 
LJ.ncol::t ~plt_aks at GettlaburB• 10 mino AFFlm.1 
Using historical engravings and drawings, this film 
recreated the scene at the time of "The Gettysburg 
Address." Good background for John Brown Body's unit 
?ocus, or tor the historical approach. 
Recordins.!!.:. 
For the recordings of Negro spirituals I suggest you use 
only those flavored by the correct dialect. (And or these 
there arc many!) If unaccessible, however, the next best 
is Carl Sandbury: ~owboy Songs and Nosro SEirituals. Album 
A35e, ABC. In truo Sandburg style, this al um is an inter-
pretation of such ballads and spirituals as "I ride Old Paint", 
"~esse_James~, and "Go Down, Moses". Or perhaps the Stephen 
Foster album \ABC). 
In the A!I.erican Tradition. Album A 394 ABC Q 
Includes tlnooln's 2nd Inaugural Address. 
The Lonesome Train. Album DA 375 ABC. 
Jqhn 
Tble musical story shows a nation emerging from the 
Civil War. 
Brown t s Body. SL-181 Columbia. 
A mu~st----... at least tor some narts. 
EXC]~LENT ll~TRODUCTORY activity tor a unit on the South. 
The atmosphere ot the Old South is recreated by Benet's 
worcla so beautifully interpreted by Judith Anderson, 
Raymond Massey, and Tyrone Po1·,er. "Adding to the en-
thre.lling drama ot the production is the a cappella 
choi·us which sometimes chants phrases rhytbmically • 
sometimes sings songs that conjure up, as only music 
cr- •he mood of the 1860's .. " · 
EVALUATIOl!§. 
Evaluations should be both objoative and subjective; they 
should be made in terms ot the obJectives ot the unit; they 
should be ~e by both the teacher and the pupils. Appraisals 
should be made of the pupils, of the activities, and ot 
the materials produced. 
Appraisal:3 should be based on: 
lo Tests (Teacher made tor this unit. However, it one 
particular torm or literature was stressedt a 
standardized teet could also check growth.l 
2o Observations ot 
(a) pupil growth in the communication skills involved 
(b) behavior change such as growth in appreciations 
and change in reactions. 
3. ~uality and quantity or reading done. 
4. Anecdtotal record of pupils' participation in activities. 
5. Individual folders ot work accomplished and creative work 
produoed. 
e. Or~l renorts and presentations etc. 
7. (For the teacher's puppoaes) Answers of pupils to suoh 
questions as: 
(a) What do you like or dislike about this method or 
study? 
(B) What suggeai;iona or improvement can you otter? 
(o) In what p:1rticular waya do you think you have 
grown durins this unit? For e~ample, in 
understandings? In skills? In tastes or attitudes? 
The Final test must naturally evolve out of the unit's toous. 
The short-answer objective portion of the test will have to 
be tee.cher-m.ade. Hov;cver soma generalizations and suggestions 
tor the final exam may be offered at this t ime. 
Ao Define and give ~ cx~plo or illustration of the following: 
prejudice, ee3rogat1on, NP~CP, st~reotype, paternalism, 
ro:naJJ.tioism eto. 
B. (Essay question) 'l'ake a stand on the segresat1on iasue. 
Make sure your arguments ara logically constructed and are 
sequentially ordered. You may make this deliberately per-
suasive it you like. 
c. It yc•ur toous was folklore, or myths of the Old South, you 
might; require analysis of a tall .... tale o.i." of a portion 
ot ttte poetry in John B!'own•s Body. In the latter oaee 
you might have the student indicate details of fact and 
etere•otype or romantic details. 
D. It t.tLe focus •~as {!reat man viewed primarily tram biography 
readlng ym.~ .cr.ight hc'7G the studanta (1) E%plain a.Jld illustrate 
five good reasons for reading biography and (2) Write a 
biogl~aphioal a -:.v 1 ot the man they've studied. evaluating 
the .o1an and his contributions to .Ame~ioan Culture. 
The purpose o~ this pre-test is to tind out what you 
already kn.ow or think about the South and about various 
forms or literature. It shall be used to guide the direction 
ot our next unit --S£1 tor grading purposes. Follow directions 
carefUlly; do not guess. It any item on the test seems par-
ticularly interesting to you, please cirole its number or write 
a brief comment in the margaino 
A. Completion 
Directions: In the space provided, write the letter or the word . 
statement which best completes the sentence. 
-------· 
------· 
-
• 
-· 
-
• 
l. The Southern economy in the ante-bellum period was 
(a) pr~arily agricultural (b) primarily industrial 
(c) primarily commereial. 
2. Abraham Linooln was (a} an Abolishionist 
3 • 
4. 
5 • 
(b) opposed to the expansion or slavery (o) anxious 
to free the slaves. 
A oommon poet!~ theme in Southern writing was 
(~} ~'tred (b) nostalgia (c) bitterness. 
Spirituals are (a) religious songs (b) African 
rolk songs (c) Negro rolk songs. 
Their themes are meaning~l (a) to all Negroes 
(b) to all people who understand their religious 
significance (o) only to Christian Negroes. 
B. True or False 
Direciiions: Circle T (true) or F (false) tor eaoh ot these 
statements. 
1. The Bible had a great in~luence on Lincoln't literary style. 
T F 
2. The North stood tor industrial power and states rights. 
T F 
3. Most \~hite people in the South in 1660 owned slaves. 
T F 
4. Any mn.n Ylith 1/8 Negro bloo~ was considered a Negro. 
T F 
5. The C:lv-11 Viar ushered in the decline of the Democratic Party. 
T F 
6. The Black Codes were created by the Ku Klux Klan. 
T F 
7. Abraruun Lincoln and Robert E. Lee were the two war-t~e president 
T F 
li 
46o 
a. Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel was a valuable piece of 
propaga11da. T F 
9. The Sou·ehern lady saw to the smooth working of the pla.o.tationo 
T F 
10. The Cotton Aristocracy was an old blood aristocracy. 
T F 
c. Matching 
Directions: Match the letters ot the items ot column 
II to the numbers ot the items in column I. 
I II 
1. J ohl1 Henry 
---2: • Harriet Beecher Stowe 
__ 3. Bool::er T. Washington 
4.Marian Anderson 
a."Old Kentucky Home" 
b.Uncle Tom's Cabin 
c.Negro Scientist 
---
___ 5.Stephen Vincent Benet d.United Nations Ambassador 
e.John Brown's Bod! 6. Ste•:>hon Foster 
---.,. Geo:~ge V.rashington Carver 
__ B.Ricb.ard Wright 
----~9.Joel Chandler Harris 
t.Uncle Remus 
g.stronger than a machine 
h.the Negro ~oses" 
D.Harriet Tubman 
---
i.Up From Slavery 
D. Read the :following passages. In the space ~rovided, write 
your impressions ot the passage; including (a) summary or 
the content (b) writer's position (o) mood or tone ot the 
writi~g (d) literary form. 
l."As a rt:Lle, not only did the .mombers of' my race entertain 
no f'eellngs of bitterness against the whites before and 
during tho war, but there are many instances of Negroes 
tenderly caring tor their :former masters and mistresses 
who for some reason have becane poor and dependent since 
the war. I know of instances where the former masters 
ot slaves have for years been supplied with money by their 
former slaves to keep them from sutter1ng. I have known or 
still l)ther cases in v;hich the former slaves have assisted 
in the education of the damendants or their former owners ••• " 
2."And so I smiled, but he poked out 
His tongue. and called me, "Nigger~ ••• 
Ot all the things that happened there 
That' fl all that I remember." 
3o "He delights in the hot and steaming -plains ot Atrioa, 
and e.rults i n fuJ.l health and vigour, aiDongst swamps 
and cane brakes, whose light breath is destruction to 
the European. Without his aid our rice fields must, 
forever remain uncultivated, and the whole of our 
fertile lov1 country become again a desert •••• Ani mal. as 
well as vegetable lite, luxuriates in heat and moisture; 
myriads ot reptiles crawl abroad in the mud of each slimy 
pool, and countless insects sport in every sunbeam that 
glaaces from its surface. To man--to the white man 
alone, is this prolific combination deadly." 
4o "Law, honey, ain't I tell you 'bout dat?" replied the 
old darky, chuckling slyly. "I 'clar ter gracious I 
ought. er tole you dat, but old man Nod wuz ridin • on my 
ayeletda twel a leetle mo'n I'd a dis'member'd my own name, 
en dEtn on to dat here coma yo' mammy hollerin' atter you. 
"W'ELt I tell you w•en I tus• gegin? I tole you Brer 
Rabbj.t vmz -a monstus soon creetur; leas'ways dat's w'at 
I la~~d out tar te,r tell you. Well, den, honey, don't you 
go en ptake no udder calkalashuns, kaze in dem days Brer 
P..abbi t en his tambly "1uz at de head er de gang w • en enny 
raokut wuz on hon• 1 en dar dey stayed. 'Fo' you begins fer ter wipe yo' eyes bout Brer Rabbit, you wait en see whar' 
boutl3 Br~r Rabbit g\vine ter fetch up at. But dat's needer 
yer Jler daro" 
5. "And a taxi driver in Nashville, a back-country man 
come to the city, a hard, lean, spare face, his 
lean, strong shoulders humped forward over the wheel ao 
that the clavicles show throue.n the coat: "A black-type 
person and a white-type person, they ain't alike. Now 
the white-type person is more American-type, he don't 
mind fighting but he don't tight to kill tor tun. It's 
the cannibal blood you caint get out." 
A. 
B. 
D. 
48o 
PRE-TEST Key 
1. a. c .. lo g. 
2. b. 2. b. 
3. b. 3. 1. 
4. Co 4. do 
~. b. 5. e. 
6. a. 
1. T. 7. c. 
2. F. a. ~ 
3. F. 9. t. 
4. T. 10. ho 
5. T. 
6. F. 
7. P'. 
a .. T. 
9. T. 
10. F. 
1.-Aut,,biography. (B.T. Washington. U:Q From Slavery) 
-Sincerely expressing his belief that treed Negroes 
weren't bitter towards their masters, actually loved 
them and were loyal to them even when this was no 
longer necessary. 
-Written by a Negro. 
-Not too long after Civil War period. 
~.-Poetry. (Arna Bontemps. "Golden Slippers") 
-Act of prejudice. A Negro is hurt by being called "Nigger" 
-poc~L written through the~es or a Negro. 
3.-A piece or journalism. (The Southern Review) 
-Bie~sed: persuasive. 
-The1 Negro is an animal that oan survive in suob jungle 
cozLc11tlons as would mean death to a white .man. 
-Wrttten by a white man - a Southern white man - before 
tho War. 
4.-A j~olk (or tall) tale. (Unole Remus. Joel Chandler Harris .. } 
-dia1leot! 
-n~r?ator - obviously telling a "tale" (Brer Rabbit) 
5.-Jo'.Lrnalism t.G interview. (Searesation. R.P. Warren) 
-Cab-driver is obviously a Southerner (white) and 
~ro segregation. 
-(Rem.nant ot Negro is an animal attitude revealed in 
passage #3) 
-Contemporary. (1956) 
